TraxFast™ PKG
“A Proof of Delivery Verification Barcode System”

TraxFast™ PKG one of the easiest, most user friendly Batch delivery tracking control systems ever developed. The system is so simple to use, even a barcode novice who has never scanned even one barcode can use it.

The purpose of the TraxFast™ PKG system is to create a transactional record that will show proof of delivery of package, merchandise or anything that requires delivery verification as part of the delivery process. The delivery verification process includes the use of a portable PDA Scanner used to scan barcode labels affixed to the delivered item(s) or printed on the shipping paperwork; thus eliminating data entry errors, while increasing efficiency. At the end of the route the PDA is placed in a cradle and the delivery log is automatically synced to the PC Access Database. The following information is then stored in the PC:

- Delivery Person ID
- Location Barcode
- PO Number (if applicable)
- Package Barcode Number (or UPS/FedEx Number)
- Date/Time Stamp
- Signature Capture

If a question ever arises about a package, a report can be generated that will verify the delivery. Because “Parts are Parts” the system can be used to track any delivery from packages, letters to products against a Purchase Order (PO). If the item does not have a barcode, the system allows the user to create one. Also, location barcode labels can be generated and placed in the location door jambs for easy scanning of delivery if verification is needed within a facility such delivery of mail, confidential documents, packages, etc..

The Pocket PC accepts input either from a specially designed large numeric ‘soft’ keypad or from the barcode scanner.

The system is designed to be hardware independent and to support any manufacture’s PDA with Pocket PC or Windows CE (Symbol, Intermec, Unitech, Handheld Products, iPAQ, etc.).